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 .355 Win-Mag accuracy at 100 yds. The laser is a bead blasted, hand polished metal. The trigger is a Kahles K-25 "accu-trigger". I built a bolt hold open and a load & hold. I've had the barrel I built for a while now. It's S&W M & P Model 619, "Winchester" type barrel with an aftermarket, Japanese made M-Lok barrel. I shot with this rifle through a Tikka T3, a Hawke.338, a Hahnhof WMR.338, a
WSM, and a Surefire Rifles Tactical series 5.56mm. The rifle was shot 1,000 rounds of Federal Premium Gold Medal 158 Grain.223. Accuracy was, in the order I mention above, 10.5 to 10.2 MOA. I was able to see the group, but it's hard to see with optics. The magnification on the Tikka T3 was about 14x. The scope on the Hawke.338 was 4x. The optics on the Hahnhof were 3x. The optics on the

Surefire Rifles Tactical were also 3x. The Hawke.338 was the most accurate at 10.5 MOA. The Surefire Rifles Tactical and the Hahnhof were the most accurate at 10.2 MOA. I've shot several rounds from this rifle, using both.223 and 5.56. Accuracy was similar to the.223. Accuracy using 5.56 and the Hawke.338 was much worse than the other two. In both cases, the rifle appeared to be no more
accurate than another factory made AR. These are very decent rifles. I wish I had a chance to shoot one. Unfortunately, I didn't have the opportunity. You may want to include more than one firearm in your AR build. The.223 M193 and the 5.56 are quite different, and you may be able to achieve greater accuracy by using both for match purposes. It is much more difficult to build an AR that

accurately shoots both types of ammunition, than one that can shoot one or the other. Click to expand... Yep, I've thought about using 5.56 as my primary cartridge, but then I'd be limited to 9mm for match purposes. I'd also be limited in magazine capacity for match purposes. I just had the opportunity to shoot my recently built 82157476af
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